Enjoy the scenery!
All the shots in this manual were taken on location
at ORBX “Damyns Hall”. This truly masterful scenery is a
must -have for all classic aviation enthusiasts!
You can find full details of this and their other fine
sceneries at:
www.fullterrain.com

INTRODUCTION
In the 1930’s and 40’s, Miles was a prolific
producer of sturdy, lightweight and efficient light aircraft.
Responsible for a whole range of basic trainers such as the
Hawk Major, Magister and Mentor -the backbone of RAF
training, they also produced cabin monoplanes and one-off
racers to compete in the many air races of the period.
One such racer was the Hawk Speed Six, a
development of the Hawk Major trainer, one of only three
ever made and the subject of our simulation.
Redesigned streamlining and a specially uprated
D.H. Gypsy Six engine provided the Speed Six with an
enviable turn of speed for the day.
G-ADGP’s first race outing was in the hands of a
wealthy young Brazilian called Luis Fontes, in the King’s
Cup round-Britain Air Race of 1934. Beaten by a loss of
oil pressure and subsequent forced landing, the other two
Speed Sixes faired better, one piloted by Fonte’s sister
Ruth.
Following a better performance in subsequent
races, the aeroplane took second place in the 1937 Kong’s
Cup, this time piloted by the flamboyant Flt. Lt. Tommy
Rose.
A new lower profile canopy was fitted in 1939 and
the paintwork changed from the traditional Miles cream to
black and cream.
The airframe was dismantled and stored throughout the war years .

After the war, “No 8” was campaigned by Ronald
Paine who owned and raced the aeroplane for nearly 18 years.
In 1971, with a new owner, “No.8” underwent a
complete overhaul and refurbishment and Ronald Paine
once again flew her to a second place in the King’s Cup of 1972.
More changes of owner followed and G-ADGP
continues to thrill crowds at air shows with the sound of
that racing Gypsy engine on full song.

Speed indeed.
This aeroplane finished the 1937 King’s Cup
at a speed of 184 m.p.h. and still holds the FAI Class
C.16 close circuit record at 192.83 m.p.h.

LEADING PARTICULARS
All-wood construction, fabric covered with metal
cowlings
Length			
24ft. 6ins.
Wingspan		 28ft
Wing Area 		
165.75sq.ft.
Empty Weight		
1500lb.
Max. Takeoff weight
2,000lb.
Power Plant 		
1 x D.H.Gypsy Six-cylinder,
			air-cooled, 220hp
Maximum Speed		
185mph
Cruise speed		
170mph
Stalling Speed (flaps)
42 kias
Fuel			
40 gallons, 20gal. per wing

Major Mods
In its racing career, and since, the airframe has
undergone many improvements and modifications. These
included a shortening of the wings from 35 to 28 feet , an
increase in dihedral and a widened undercarriage track.

WALKAROUND
When you take time out and inspect this aeroplane, you can see the care and attention to detail that went
into its build to streamline its shapes and improve efficiency.
Careful cowling of the engine blends the nose
of the aircraft into the fuselage. Scoops and blisters are
streamlined to maximise airflow.
You have to remember that in the 30’s meaningful streamlining was in its infancy and usually only reserved
for the very best of front-line fighters. Even so, enormous
care was lavished on the Speed-Six to make her as slippery
through the air, as possible.
The airframe is immensely strong. Look at the
huge depth of section of the wings - built for high stress - not
only on the race circuit but also the training grounds when in
the hands of less-than forgiving rookie pilots. There’s an oil
tank blended into the port leading edge and flush fitted fillers
serve the two wing tanks.
Simple but effective fixed undercarriage is used
with streamlined “spats” in true 30’s fashion style!
Split-flaps are employed in the trailing edges of
the wings and operated by torque rods. Long, deep ailerons
provide excellent manoeuvrability, the long narrow fuselage
and tail providing large amounts of lateral stability.
The fin, rudder and tailplanes are all fabric
covered and operated by rods and cables. A castoring tailwheel is fitted to the fuselage below the rudder/fin joint.
Time to climb aboard and get acquainted with the
controls of this unique aeroplane.

The Flying Six
All wartime British military aircraft from
trainers like the Hawk to heavy bombers such as the
Lancaster had the six major flying instruments
clustered on a central panel. This basic design didn’t
change, even through the early jet years and is still
used as a basic panel layout on most light aircraft,
around the world.

COCKPIT MAIN PANEL INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS
1. Oil Pressure 2. Oil Temperature 3. Battery switch (beneath cover)

4. Starter warning light 5. Generator switch 6. Starter (beneath cover) 7. Magnetos 8. Battery warning light

9. Clock 10. Airspeed Indicator 11. Artificial Horizon 12. VSI 13. Tachometer 14. Altimeter 15. Gyro Compass 16. Turn/Slip Indicator 17. NAV radio 18. Localiser/Glideslope indicator
19. RMI 20. Park brake lever 21. Throttle 22. Mixture lever 23. Elevator trim lever 24. Flaps lever 25. Fuel tank selector 26. Engine primer 27. P8 Compass

USING THE P.8 COMPASS
The P8 “grid”compass is a traditional
“marine”style compass that was used in a wide variety
of aircraft from basic trainers like the D.H. Tiger Moth
to the front-line Supermarine Spitfire.
Known for its reliability, it is often considered,
quite wrongly, to be difficult and confusing to operate.
It is in fact, quite simple and once mastered,
will always give perfect readings and rock-steady
navigation.
Let’s begin with the basic components
1. Adjustable compass card
2. Fixed “lubber”line
3. Compass needle
4. Card ring lock
5. The compass “T” grid
The compass needle will, of course, like all
compass needles point to magnetic North. In the case
of the P8, the needle has a “cross”shape denoting the
North pointer of the needle or “top” of the needle.
To find the heading of your aircraft, rotate the
compass card ring 1. until the “T”shaped bars sit over
the body of the needle and the red North box on the
compass card is opposite the needle cross. Now read
off the figure under the lubber line 2, (white tip) and
you have the heading of your aircraft.
The P8 can also be used as a navigational
aid by pre-setting a given course for later use.
Spin the card until the desired course in degrees is under the white tip of the lubber line and lock
the ring in place by using the ring lock 4.
Now when you are ready to take up the new
course, simply turn the aircraft until the cross of the
needle falls under the “T”and opposite the red North
box.
This compass can also be used to check the
accuracy of your gyro compass.

NO LIGHTS!
That’s right. The Hawk Speed Six is an out
and out day racer. Not certified for night flying and
carrying no lights. If you choose to fly at night, do so
at your peril.

FLYING THE HAWK
STARTING
Pull on the park brake (20)
This is IMPORTANT Because the highly modified engine is extremely powerful, the starter torque is
huge and apart from shaking the airframe, can launch
the aircraft forward in a lurch if you do not have the
brakes firmly applied.

THE RIGHT MIXTURE
As with any conventional prop driven aircraft,
it is vital to monitor and adjust your mixture control.
As you climb higher, the mixture should be “leaned off”
as there is less oxygen available the higher you go.
A sure sign of an engine lacking power at
altitude is a mixture setting that is too rich

Lift the soft rubber cover on the battery switch (3)
Switch on the battery. Check for a green light (8)
Turn the fuel selector knob to “BOTH” (25)
Move the mixture lever to “FULL RICH” (22)
Switch ON both left and right magnetos (7)
Lift the cover (6) and press the starter
Idle the engine and allow to warm.
Check Oil pressure (1) and temperature (2)

Where’s the fuel gauge?
Ok, so you’re scanning the panel trying
to work out where the fuel gauge is. Well, it’s not
there.
There are two gauges (one for each tank)
but they are buried in the wing tops close to the fuselage sides. This was quite common on aircraft of the
period as the gauges were often fitted directly to the
tanks and driven by simple mechanical senders.

TAKEOFF
Flaps are unnecessary for takeoff so check that the lever
(24) is fully down in the flap retracted position.
When you are lined up, move the throttle (17) to full power
and release the brakes.
Be ready to correct any torque swing as the prop begins
its work.
She’ll fly herself off the deck at around 70 knots - a little
back pressure on the stick will get the job done earlier.
There is no gear to retract so you can relax into the climb,
easing back the throttle to best climb speed of around 100
KIAS.
Remember, as you climb higher, monitor your mixture
control, easing it forward to obtain best power.
Level off at your desired height and reduce power to obtain
a cruise speed of 120-130 KIAS. Use your trim lever (23) to
maintain level flight.

NAVIGATION
It is not the intention of this manual to teach you
how to navigate but it might be an idea to discuss the navigation equipment installed in the aeroplane and its use.
Firstly, the RADIO STACK. Now, the radios we
have fitted into your Miles Hawk Speed SIx are of a basic
receiver type with no “standby” frequency features. What
you set is what you get.
Top unit is the COMMS radio. Here you set the ATC
frequency so that you can talk to ground control and towers.

Underneath this is the ADF receiver. You can
enter the NDB (Non-Directional Beacon) frequency here
and pick up an ADF signal.
The RMI (19) has two needles. The broad arrow
is the ADF pointer and the narrow one, the NAV1 pointer.
When tuned, the NAV and ADF needles will swing
to show the direction of the radials.
The third radio mounted on the panel is the NAV1
receiver. This is where you set your NAV frequency for a
given VOR radial or an airfield. With this type of equipment it is possible to carry out basic ILS approaches.
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We can take a look at a typical
approach, using this equipas we continue on our check
flight.

A different view
We have provided special camera views to make
life easier in the cockpit. Using your”A”key, you can cycle
through the cockpit views to find preset views for RADIOS and ENGINE CONTROLS. We are using the RADIOS
view here. It is worth pulling back the brake lever for better
access.

Tune in.
We are on our way to Standsted Airport in the U.K.
We’ve set the frequency for the ILS runway 22 and the
needle is confirming the direction of the radial.
This is not the direction of the runway just the radial itself which we need to intercept before we make an
approach. For cross reference we have set up the ADF
frequency for Luton airport and the needle is pointing in the
direction of the Luton NDB.

NOBODY PANIC!
According to our Localiser gauge, we are too low
and too far right for a correct glideslope approach. Keep the
needles centred and you’ll spot a perfect landing every time.

THAT’S BETTER!
On track for a perfect touchdown. Using ILS navigation equipment like this really isn’t that difficult. Planning
is critical and an unhurried, relaxed approach is vital.

GET THAT SPEED OFF!.
Because the Speed Six is such a powerful aircraft,
it is easy to forget just how fast you are going on an approach. Remember, you can’t use flaps above 60KIAS and
her flaps down stalling speed is just 45 knots.

LANDING
On approach,ease the throttle back and get your
speed down to around 80 - 90 KIAS
Slow further to 60 KIAS as you near he strip and
drop the flaps 50%.
As you go over the threshold, cut your throttle to
idle and let her slowly drop to a three point landing, keep a
small amount of back pressure on to raise the nose as you
flare out. Don’t worry if the main wheels touch first, as you
slow, you can ease the stick back a touch to plant the tail
wheel.
Congratulations! You’ve completed your check
flight in the awesome and famous Miles Hawk Speed Six.
We very much hope that you will explore the aerobatic capabilities of this powerful aeroplane and make many successful point-to point trips. In fact, why not follow in the footsteps
of the great racing pilots and try your hand at a “roundBritain” King’s Cup air race

